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Economic and food security improvements hampered by high fuel, utilities, and transportation costs  
KEY MESSAGES 

• Seasonal improvements in food availability and access 
across the region are improving outcomes to Stressed 
(IPC Phase 2) for most poor households. However, Crisis 
(IPC Phase 3) outcomes will prevail in Honduras’ Dry 
Corridor and east due to smallholder farmer’s primera 
crop losses and reduced coffee-related income.  

• For poor rural households, an increasing proportion of 
income will be allocated to non-food needs as prices for 
fuel, utilities, and transportation increase, as well as to 
accumulated debts from the atypically long lean season 
and the recovery of livelihoods in agriculture, tourism, 
and informal sectors following COVID-19 and storm-
related deterioration. Furthermore, rising fuel and 
transportation costs are likely to influence higher food 
prices and result in reduced household purchasing power. 

• Economic activity in El Salvador and Honduras is likely to 
slowly recover as formal and informal employment 
opportunities, especially in tourism, begin to come back and remittances continue to fill gaps in income for middle and 
better-off households. Meanwhile, political uncertainty and insecurity are disincentivizing existing and future investment 
in Nicaragua, slowing the pace of recovery.  

• Climate forecasts anticipate average cumulative rainfall throughout most of the region. National postrera and early 2022 
postrera tardía/apante harvests are expected to be near average as a result; however, below-average rainfall in 
northeastern Honduras is likely to cause crop losses and a below-average postrera harvest for smallholder farmers.  

 

 

Projected food security outcomes, October 2021 to January 
2022 (left) and February to May 2022 (right)  

  
 Phase 1:  Minimal 

! 

It would likely be at least one 
phase worse without current 
or programmed humanitarian 
assistance  

 Phase 2:  Stressed 

 Phase 3+: Crisis or 
higher 

Source: FEWS NET 

FEWS NET classification is IPC-compatible. IPC-compatible analysis follows key IPC 
protocols but does not necessarily reflect the consensus of national food security 
partners. 

For remote monitoring,  FEWS NET uses a colored outline on the IPC map to show 
the highest IPC classification in the areas of concern 

http://www.fews.net/ipc
http://www.fews.net/about-us/where-we-work
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ZONE CURRENT ANOMALIES PROJECTED ANOMALIES 

Honduras  • Northeastern Honduras and, to a lesser extent, 
the Dry Corridor have observed below average 
rainfall for several weeks. This, along with high 
fertilizer prices, has negatively impacted 
primera yields for smallholder farmers. The 
delay of this harvest is expected to delay 
sowing for the postrera season, as some 
farmers use the same land plot for both cycles.  

• Cumulative rainfall in the northeast is expected 
to be below average, which is likely to drive 
localized losses during the postrera season, 
particularly for smallholder farmers whose 
capacity to mitigate losses is limited.  

• The coffee harvest, which starts in October and 
ends in January/February, is expected to be 
slightly below average according to United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) forecasts, due 
to last year’s crop damage, irregular rainfall early 
in 2020, and an increase in the prevalence of 
coffee rust and other pests. Nevertheless, the 
harvest is expected to be higher than that of 
2019/2020, improving income opportunities for 
poor and very poor households. 

Regional 
 

• Erratic rainfall distribution and localized below 
average rainfall in parts of Nicaragua and 
Honduras led to below average primera 
production for smallholder farmers and delayed 
harvests by approximately 10-15 days. Although 
national harvests and market supply remain near 
average, affected households are experiencing a 
slight extension of the lean season. 

• Annual inflation has risen in all three countries, 
with reported increases between 4.6 and 5.9 
percent in September 2021 as compared to the 
previous year. This is driven by higher prices of 
gas, fuel, and electricity in El Salvador, and 
transportation in Honduras and Nicaragua.   

• Despite the release of the primera harvest and 
average market supply, all white maize retail and 
wholesale monitored prices in the region 
reported increases compared to last month, last 
year, and the five-year average. These atypical 
increases are mainly driven by high costs in 
transportation, gas, electricity, and agricultural 
inputs. For example, in Honduras, the cost of 
fertilizer reportedly increased 15.8 over last year 
and sits at 29.3 percent over the five-year 
average. Local factors also played a role, such as 
the above-mentioned delay in 
the primera harvest in Honduras and Nicaragua 
and an increase in the demand in El Salvador as 
food assistance from the government has 
decreased. 

• Red beans wholesale prices in the monitored 
markets in San Salvador, El Salvador have seen a 
downward trend since April, while in 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras there have been 
increases since August, mainly driven by rising 
costs and the concern over the losses expected 

• Remittances are expected to remain above 
average although their growth rate is expected 
to decrease from that at the beginning of the 
year.  

• Food prices (including tortillas, vegetables, and 
animal protein such as eggs and chicken), and 
general inflation are likely to continue increasing 
in all three countries as the main drivers of this 
increase (fuel prices and transportation costs) 
are expected to continue to be above average 
through at least May 2022.  

• Unemployment and subemployment levels are 
expected to remain high, particularly in 
Honduras and Nicaragua, due to the impacts of 
COVID-19, hurricanes Eta and Iota, and political 
uncertainty in Nicaragua. Formal employment 
will slowly rebound in urban areas, while the 
peak demand for manual labor (coffee, sugar 
cane and other cash crops) and the easing of 
cross-border restrictions will increase informal 
employment in rural areas. However, high 
transportation costs will negatively impact 
income throughout the harvest. Tourism and 
related sectors will see a gradual recovery in all 
three countries, with recovery in the informal 
sector lagging that of the formal sector. 

• White maize prices in El Salvador are expected to 
be slightly above average, while in Nicaragua, 
they are projected to be up to 22 percent above 
average due to significant transportation costs 
and below-average crop area and production.  

• Slightly reduced postrera harvests due to 
localized losses are expected to be offset by 
imports, resulting in near average red bean 
supply in all three countries.  

• Increasing agricultural input costs are likely to 

https://www.fas.usda.gov/
https://www.fas.usda.gov/
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PROJECTED REGIONAL OUTLOOK THROUGH MAY 2022 
In October, primera harvests are already flowing to 
markets, even in the areas of the Dry Corridor, central and 
northeastern Honduras, and northwestern Nicaragua 
where a 10-15-day delay occurred. National level maize 
production is expected to be above- average in El Salvador 
and Honduras and average to slightly below-average in 
Nicaragua. These flows will increase the market’s supply, 
driving a seasonal drop in prices. At the household level, 
poor and very poor urban households and non-producing 
rural households will benefit from this seasonal price 
trend, improving their food access, as they meet their 
food needs via market purchase. This harvest also allows 
producing rural households to replenish their food stocks 
for the next 3 or 4 months. However, according to a crop 
assessment carried out by Honduras Permanent 
Commission of Contingencies (COPECO) and the World 
Food Program (WFP), yields for smallholder farmers in the 
Honduran departments of Choluteca, Valle, Paraíso, and 
Francisco Morazán, and in the Dry Corridor in Nicaragua were below average following erratic rainfall distribution and below 
average rainfall throughout the season (Figure 1). Those who suffered losses will have reduced stocks (an average of 40 
percent or 1.5 months’ worth of reserves less), that will force them to rely on markets to meet their food needs earlier than 
usual. In addition, although prices are expected to seasonally reduce, they are likely to remain above the five-year average 
across the region given high fuel prices and transportation costs, constraining some households’ purchasing power.  

This month also marks the start of peak demand for unskilled labor for the harvest of cash crops, such as coffee, peanuts, 
sugar cane, and vegetables, among others; this season is expected to last until February. During this time, the poorest 
households, which rely heavily on labor opportunities for income, usually increase their income enough to cover their 
immediate basic needs and save some to support food purchases into the lean season. This year, the sugar cane harvest is 
expected to be average to slightly above-average, while the coffee harvest is expected to be slightly above average in El 
Salvador and Nicaragua, but below-average in Honduras due to weather-related damages and an increase in the prevalence 
of coffee rust and other pests. Therefore, except in Honduras, the income from these opportunities is expected to be average 
but is not likely to last as long as usual as households will allocate an increasing share of their income to non-food needs, such 
as transportation, the repayment of debts from the last lean season, or the recovery of their livelihoods, which have 
deteriorated significantly since the onset of COVID-19. According to a survey carried out by WFP, in January, 45 percent of 
the surveyed households in Nicaragua reported borrowing money or purchasing on credit. These atypical debts now require 
repayment, reducing poor households’ ability to continually meet their food needs. Similarly, in Honduras, a WFP survey 
carried out in September, indicates that around 42 percent of the households were still borrowing food, which is an indication 
of the continued reliance on debt to access food.  

Livelihoods mostly affected by recent shocks include those which rely on informal daily/casual labor, informal trade, and self-
employment and, although economic improvements are well underway in the region, income for these livelihoods tends to 
be irregular and recovery is difficult to measure. Livelihoods dependent on agriculture and fishing, however, require more 
capital to affect recovery, further impacting household budgets.   

Tourism and other travel have been gradually resuming. From January to August 2021, the sector’s revenues in El Salvador 
exceeded the government annual projections, with an increase of 26 percent in the arrival of tourists, which is the highest 

as a result of the below-average rainfall 
throughout the primera cycle.  

 
 

reduce crop areas in Nicaragua and Honduras. 
Red bean prices are expected to be near average 
until November, after which increases of over 20 
percent due to higher fuel prices and inflation 
are expected. Prices in El Salvador are expected 
to be over 10 percent below average, due to the 
sharp drop since last April. 

Figure 1. Percentage of average rainfall. August1-October 15, 2021 

 
Source: NOAA 

https://ago-item-storage.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/69760b78e317433ebd5f7d6e4e9649ab/Remote_Assessment_NIC_ENG.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEM%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIER1fLRvaww%2FNZFFXHBC6mjF62vk%2B9nRNp7DCSykFxhEAiEA1C%2FR7B5cdL6iqKOwJEIvSTcNi7ZRsSOXtcbsxp18cY0q%2BgMIaBAAGgw2MDQ3NTgxMDI2NjUiDCED3%2BGA17MFU5DAbCrXA0A%2FxcAVD0WRTZOoHbE5Zg8lAdlcGnPVIb0nuIIO4nZO0ukxiLV6rw1IARLCVFjZS9V8Lh2Q5zDXvvt3cQ2caFg4WNMNMrweLilcUorwW3RDMcoVQgJ4rQbJDefvETK%2FmRTZj1Ksvwku6JsNun9w7Zw1aGXRQwYTq9ELuxg5kfZYNa085AHZZy4grjlHObVnsjE%2Fgrn86TAPNNXkh7SluOe9RkJJzw9HT9Lej1waVqpHu%2BBBrf3u93A43UuWbK%2FJQY8w4IxqFZK2ouNQ42oL58mrVtuBm9tVET2xMzT%2BGO1c2z8z5QRRbkWFPyRb3%2BT7dPSdx4qYO97VEHWnBfrwXDacjwDS7%2FhwwHOEGqZWHz1D%2FwXPp4Ki7QMYJSogYsneCp8C6kX2egJ7KM8Mk4D9LYHRcR9ID0LgbvAmPjlPCATs%2B5zPELQ5LymdbtMHKbYMGEo6rLZBQi7BbMLCKXYnDOroCvnACV1ziR5aY9I8fvf3ya7JYcVoTMLLf6LQpocQFbIm8w6I3K9lhAqKECMEs%2Fxy8dodiFI%2BOB7NS5N%2BRiRh4yDhGYMPxFPKcdo408wtefG4IHYfYn7aSMmkkaanUAYnCTxP%2BL%2B4xxalI%2FUbDodGqsMc8c20EDCF6tyLBjqlASniAFN05JNGFD6ANuy8hJ9zg3tS%2F%2FWgqYpswTKavt2oBOOD7ANVCLr0EBvVYC4RjcaSm71GKNVfw6tAH9jRnfg5dxPfaJR93eyBsSZ47x3z3I%2Baywk72KPWI6uGJD6mDtbsmRAjvTLGVs1cf9sniEThcm%2BoWY24wXDTJUPk9g8u7cq94YQqWZZ%2Fq54RPcWOHcSuymp3SlwBhw1A%2Bk3mCkevSHkFMA%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20211026T001741Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKEWDLLIXRH%2F20211026%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=f28ef2791bfe7dbae6f01ef33ce1e373ae56617b30642ccd34ff74862cc37b27
https://ago-item-storage.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/69760b78e317433ebd5f7d6e4e9649ab/Remote_Assessment_NIC_ENG.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEM%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIER1fLRvaww%2FNZFFXHBC6mjF62vk%2B9nRNp7DCSykFxhEAiEA1C%2FR7B5cdL6iqKOwJEIvSTcNi7ZRsSOXtcbsxp18cY0q%2BgMIaBAAGgw2MDQ3NTgxMDI2NjUiDCED3%2BGA17MFU5DAbCrXA0A%2FxcAVD0WRTZOoHbE5Zg8lAdlcGnPVIb0nuIIO4nZO0ukxiLV6rw1IARLCVFjZS9V8Lh2Q5zDXvvt3cQ2caFg4WNMNMrweLilcUorwW3RDMcoVQgJ4rQbJDefvETK%2FmRTZj1Ksvwku6JsNun9w7Zw1aGXRQwYTq9ELuxg5kfZYNa085AHZZy4grjlHObVnsjE%2Fgrn86TAPNNXkh7SluOe9RkJJzw9HT9Lej1waVqpHu%2BBBrf3u93A43UuWbK%2FJQY8w4IxqFZK2ouNQ42oL58mrVtuBm9tVET2xMzT%2BGO1c2z8z5QRRbkWFPyRb3%2BT7dPSdx4qYO97VEHWnBfrwXDacjwDS7%2FhwwHOEGqZWHz1D%2FwXPp4Ki7QMYJSogYsneCp8C6kX2egJ7KM8Mk4D9LYHRcR9ID0LgbvAmPjlPCATs%2B5zPELQ5LymdbtMHKbYMGEo6rLZBQi7BbMLCKXYnDOroCvnACV1ziR5aY9I8fvf3ya7JYcVoTMLLf6LQpocQFbIm8w6I3K9lhAqKECMEs%2Fxy8dodiFI%2BOB7NS5N%2BRiRh4yDhGYMPxFPKcdo408wtefG4IHYfYn7aSMmkkaanUAYnCTxP%2BL%2B4xxalI%2FUbDodGqsMc8c20EDCF6tyLBjqlASniAFN05JNGFD6ANuy8hJ9zg3tS%2F%2FWgqYpswTKavt2oBOOD7ANVCLr0EBvVYC4RjcaSm71GKNVfw6tAH9jRnfg5dxPfaJR93eyBsSZ47x3z3I%2Baywk72KPWI6uGJD6mDtbsmRAjvTLGVs1cf9sniEThcm%2BoWY24wXDTJUPk9g8u7cq94YQqWZZ%2Fq54RPcWOHcSuymp3SlwBhw1A%2Bk3mCkevSHkFMA%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20211026T001741Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKEWDLLIXRH%2F20211026%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=f28ef2791bfe7dbae6f01ef33ce1e373ae56617b30642ccd34ff74862cc37b27
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for the Central American region. This growth has been driven 
mainly by Salvadoreans living abroad traveling back to visit. The 
August Economic Activity Index is showing positive variations from 
August 2020 in lodging and restaurants for Honduras and 
Nicaragua, with vaccination progress and the return of some travel 
during the traditional extended holiday in El Salvador; nonetheless, 
these remain below 2019 levels. Other economic sectors have 
been gradually recovering, such as commerce, construction, and 
manufacturing (including the apparel industry and the 
manufacture of equipment and machinery), although these 
sectors are characterized by a high proportion of informal jobs, 
which tend to pay less and be more irregular.   

Remittances have continuously grown after the initial COVID-19 
shock, with higher figures in 2021 than in 2020. For this outlook 
period, the upward trend is likely to continue, albeit with a slowing 
growth rate. Middle income households are the typical recipients 
of these remittances, who use it mainly for consumption and filling 
gaps in basic food and non-food need, but some indirect impacts 
may be felt by poor and very poor households through increased 
spending and employment.   

The postrera season, which is mostly focused on beans production, 
spans from October to November/December, although this year a 
delay is expected in areas with irregular rainfall (Dry Corridor in 
Honduras and Nicaragua, and northeastern Honduras). Climate 
forecasts call for cumulative average rainfall for most of the region, 
except in northeastern Honduras, where below-average rainfall is 
expected. An average harvest is therefore expected at the national 
level, with localized losses in smallholder farmers’ production due 
to rainfall deficits. The affected households will likely experience a 
reduction in their stocks, but also in income from crop sales.  

The forecasted rainfall is expected to result in an average 
production of beans during the apante/postrera tardía cycle, 
supporting the regional markets’ supply from February/March 
throughout the rest of the outlook period. The areas of production 
for this season are in the north of Honduras and the central part of 
Nicaragua. Furthermore, the 2022 rainy season is expected to have 
an average start in most of the region, with a slightly above 
average rainfall in the Pacific Basin of El Salvador. These conditions 
will likely be conducive to an average start of the 2022 primera 
season, in April/May.   

Staple prices for this period are expected to be influenced by the 
flows of freshly harvested grains, the seasonal decrease in the 
demand of producing households and, this year, by the increase in 
the inflation reported in all three countries, although the impact is 
different for each (Figure 2). For instance, Nicaragua’s inflation is 
highly influenced by increases in transportation costs, with yearly variations between 12.8 and 15 percent since April. Fuel, 
gas, and utilities also account for large increases in El Salvador with annual variations of 10 percent in September, compared 
to the rest of the region reporting variations of around 4.5 percent. Meanwhile, in Honduras, increases in transportation costs 
between April and July have since decreased due to newly introduced government subsidies for fuel, electricity, and gas. 
Honduras does not report significant variations in food prices in the last six months, while in El Salvador the increase in food 
prices was evident through September and Nicaragua has seen significant positive variations since January.  

White maize prices are expected to follow a seasonal trend but remain slightly above average in El Salvador and higher in 

Figure 2. Percentage of yearly variation for Consumer 
Price Index and some of its items, September 2021 

 

 

 

 
Source: Central Bank of El Salvador and Honduras, and the National 

Development Information Institute of Nicaragua 
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Nicaragua, while continuing to be near average in Honduras. In the case of red beans, El Salvador will continue with prices 
well below average, of up to -13 percent; in Honduras and Nicaragua prices are significantly above average will likely persist, 
particularly for the latter, as fuel prices are the highest of the region, along with a critical political and economic situation.   

The deterioration of food security throughout the region has contributed to increased external migration to North America. 
The poorest households do not have the resources to pay for the trip, but higher wealth groups are able to take out sufficient 
loans to finance it. The August report from the International Organization for Migration (IOM) indicates an increase of 30.7 
percent in the number of migrant returnees from Honduras (36,690 returnees), during the period of January-August 2021, 
when compared to the same period in 2020. Conversely, for El Salvador (3,237 returnees), a decrease of 60.8 percent is 
reported. Most of these returnees did not even reach the United States, as they were returned by Mexico. Nonetheless, these 
numbers are below those reported in 2018 and 2019. The returnees’ households find themselves in even worse economic 
conditions than when the migration first started. Not only the migrant member not successfully established to send 
remittances, but now there is a debt to be paid for the migration, which exacerbates food insecurity for affected households. 

Through January 2022, seasonally high agricultural labor opportunities, well supplied markets, and relatively lower prices, 
along with progressive economic recovery will drive Stressed (IPC Phase 2) outcomes in rural areas of El Salvador, Nicaragua, 
and most of Honduras. For urban poor households, the lifting of most COVID-related restrictions and the progressive growth 
of the economic activities is expected to improve income and food security outcomes, driving Minimal (IPC Phase 1) outcomes 
for many. Nonetheless, high and increasing prices in food, utilities and transportation continue to hinder food access and full 
economic recovery, particularly for very poor urban households more vulnerable to price shocks and rural households which 
suffered COVID-19 and hurricane-related livelihoods and assets losses, and which have incurred high debts over the past year 
to cover their basic food and non-food needs. Some pockets of urban households, particularly those that work informally in 
the services and commerce sectors are, therefore, expected to face Stressed (IPC Phase 2) or even (IPC Phase 3) outcomes. 
Rural households in the Honduran Dry Corridor and the eastern part of the country who suffered crop losses, compounded 
with high prices and debts will likely face Crisis (IPC Phase 3) outcomes. 

From February to May 2022, food security conditions are expected to seasonally deteriorate, particularly in rural areas, as 
households deplete their food stocks and rely more on market purchase with limited purchasing power giving rising prices. 
For urban households, seasonality plays a lesser role, and households are likely to continue slowly recovering from the shocks 
of the past two years. Nonetheless, overall classifications are not likely to change for any of the countries through May 2022 
given the carry over impacts of previous shocks, compounded by high food prices and inflation, with no significant change in 
income, hindering further improvements in food access.  

Events that Might Change the Outlook 

Table 1. Possible events over the next eight months that could change the most likely scenario  

Area Event Impact on food security outcomes 

Regional Hurricanes  According to the compilation by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center and Colorado State University 
Seasonal Hurricane Predictions, an above-average hurricane season is forecast through November 2021. 
Depending on the trajectory and magnitude of a storms, the direct or indirect impacts could change crop 
production prospects and negatively affect other food and income sources. Crop and other livelihood 
losses would likely increase the population in Stressed (IPC Phase 2) and Crisis (IPC Phase 3). 

Regional Additional 
increases in 
fuel and 
transportation 
prices 

Significant price increases for fuel and transportation would cause even higher prices of food, fertilizers, 
and raw materials, further reducing food access for the poorest households, hindering the economic 
recovery country wide, and likely increasing the population in Stressed (IPC Phase 2) and Crisis (IPC Phase 
3).  
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ABOUT REMOTE MONITORING 
In remote monitoring, a coordinator typically works from a nearby regional office. Relying on partners for data, the coordinator uses 
scenario development to conduct analysis and produce monthly reports. As less data may be available, remote monitoring reports may 
have less detail than those from countries with FEWS NET offices. Learn more here. 

 

https://mic.iom.int/webntmi/descargas/tnca/2021/reg8-2021.pdf
https://seasonalhurricanepredictions.bsc.es/
http://www.fews.net/our-work/our-work/scenario-development
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